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Introduction
Myriad actors attempt to shape the information environment for specific aims. The capabilities en-
abled through information communication technologies to those aiming to shape the information 
environment have far outstripped the general understanding of what can and is done through such 
pursuits. The gap between what is possible and what is generally understood about such techniques 
is exacerbated by a lack of terminology flexible enough to accurately describe how the informa-
tion environment is shaped – a challenge particularly experienced by policymakers attempting to 
address threats associated with the shaping of the information environment.

Many terms are used to attempt to explain how the information environment is being shaped 
for specific outcomes. Terms like information operations, reflexive control, propaganda, mis- and 
dis-information, and fake news abound, but there is little consistency in usage, particularly in 
media coverage of the topic, and many of these words are also poorly defined or understood. Far 
from helping to foster a deeper understanding of how the information environment is shaped, such 
inconsistent usage leads to more confusion. At the same time, as more details come to light on how 
actors attempt to deliberately shape the information environment, pressure on governments and in-
dustry to do something about undesirable practices grows. Existing terms often lack the flexibility 
to create policy capable of tackling such threats, particularly at scale.
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A changing ability to influence target audiences in a Digital Age is a growing concern for many. 
Indeed, in its coverage of “Russian Hacking and Influence in the U.S. Election”, the New York 
Times has published more than 1800 articles since 14 June 2016 (2019), indicating a preoccupa-
tion with the topic. There is a landing page that aggregates all the articles tagged as related to the 
topic of ‘Russian Hacking and Influence in the U.S. election’. The search function on this page lets 
readers filter the articles by additional keywords in the text and various terms used to describe the 
use of information to influence target audiences. The authors’ search of the keywords in Figure 1, 
below, indicates the variety of possible keywords and suggests there is confusion regarding how 
to describe such influence activities, with fake news, misinformation, propaganda, disinformation, 
and others featured.

Figure 1: Number of returned articles mentioning keywords as searched on 15 July 2019 via the New York Times 
landing page featuring articles on “Russian Hacking and Influence in the U.S. Election”

While increasing media coverage is dedicated to how information is used to influence target audi-
ences, common terminology for describing these activities is lacking. Drawing from the New York 
Times coverage, this paper offers a literature review of terms currently used by industry, govern-
ment, and media related to influence operations, analyses the challenges posed by many of these 
definitions for use in practical policy development, and ultimately argues for a broader definition 
of such activities.

A Confusion of Terms
Much of the challenge lies in finding the appropriate terms. While many terms are currently being 
used to describe individual problems associated with the shaping of the information environment, 
many lack clarity in definition. Other challenges are also present, such as philosophical dichoto-
mies, inherent immeasurable intent, foreign-actor focus, and pre-existing connotations, making 
them impractical for developing policies to address threats.
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Philosophical dichotomies
Some terms used to describe how the information environment is shaped suffer from philosoph-
ical dichotomies, often drawing hard lines between black and white that are difficult to classify 
objectively and at scale. Concepts such as misinformation and distortion fall into this category. 
Misinformation or “false or misleading information” (Lazer et al. 2018) implies a sense of veracity 
to which the content can be compared and contrasted. Likewise, to distort or “change something 
so that it is false or wrong, or no longer means what it was intended to mean” (Cambridge Dictio-
nary 2008) suggests some original pristine state that is true and has been altered. Setting aside an 
ongoing philosophical debate on the nature of information, with some viewing information as in-
herently truthful (Dretske 1981; Grice 1989; Frické 1997; Floridi 2009) and others seeing any sort 
of data as information, regardless of its accuracy, (Fox 1983; Fetzer 2004b; Fallis 2011; Scarantino 
& Piccinini 2010), deciding what is or is not true can be extremely subjective (Karlova & Lee 
2011) and resource intensive, complicated further by those who were exposed to misinformation 
not seeing corrective information (Silverman 2015) or becoming more polarized by the correction 
(Bail et al. 2018).

Does truth matter in the context of information as it is used to influence a target audience? It does, 
insomuch as truth is often used as a defining line between what is acceptable in terms of using in-
formation to influence those audiences. Frické made this distinction between information and pro-
paganda, for example, in that the former must be true, while the latter is not (1997). Truth is often 
used to distinguish between activities Western countries undertake to influence audiences within 
a democratic framework, such as ‘public information policy’ (Taylor 1990, 2003), ‘press/media 
relations’ (Taylor 1990, 2003), public affairs, (Moloney 2006), and public diplomacy (Garrison 
1999), which are claimed to be truth-based, versus the products of authoritarian regimes such as 
Russia, for example, which are not  (E.U. Committee on Foreign Affairs 2016). Truth is also used 
in community standards on social networks and an increasing body of legislation (Funke 2019) 
to address the use of information to influence target audiences. Facebook, for example, regulates 
activity on its platform along the concept of truth, prohibiting fake accounts, the misrepresentation 
of oneself, as well as “fake news” (2019). Of course, these attempts to euphemize communications 
and police content along lines of truth from falsehood do not work so well in practice, for one per-
son’s truth might not be another’s.

As already noted, the very act of determining what is true can be subjective. Habermas explored 
the challenges around truth within the context of communication theory and the human ability to 
reach mutual understanding. As Habermas explains, “the evidence theory of truth fails to take into 
account the fact that the concept of truth is interwoven with that of fallible knowledge” whereas 
in a “consensus theory of truth” (2018, p. 96), what is true is based not on “any knock-down argu-
ments, only more or less ‘good’ arguments, in substantive controversies”; and in a “deontic mean-
ing of validity” (p. 102), truth is based on norms, however that is decided. Habermas concluded 
that none of these ideas of truth are without subjectivity.

The subjectivity of determining what is truthful is further complicated by human perception, with 
people processing information in terms of how they already understand the world, not necessarily 
corresponding to a shared reality with others (Bering 2012).
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must be intentional; deceiving requires that another acquires or retains a false belief, and not merely 
loses or fails to gain a true belief; deceiving must involve the agency of the deceived; and the de-
ceiver must know or truly believe that what the deceived believes to be true is false. (2007, p. 192)

In their experiment, Rutschmann and Wiegmann found that a person’s intent to deceive had little 
impact on whether what they said or not was believed to be a lie, questioning how necessary 
intent was for the definition of deception (2017). This notion of intent is also problematic for 
Karlova and Lee as “the dichotomy of benevolent and malevolent intent when disinforming is 
unsatisfying, since social situations sometimes require or encourage people to disinform” without 
meaning harm (2011, p. 8). Little white lies, in other words, are not satisfactorily accounted 
for by this terminology.

Discerning and measuring intent is extremely difficult, especially from a proactive stance of ad-
dressing the spread of false information at scale. Motives might never be proven and make for poor 
lines to draw in the sand of what is acceptable engagement in the information environment. This is 
to say nothing of complications in distinguishing misinformation from disinformation along lines 
of intent – does disinformation that is unwittingly spread by a target audience become misinfor-
mation the moment somebody believes and unwittingly spreads it, for example? Given that terms 
such as ‘misinformation’, ‘disinformation’, and ‘deception’ are still mired by academic debate as 
to what their exact meanings are, they are rendered poor choices for adopting into policy.

Focusing on foreign actors
Following disclosures from senior U.S. intelligence officials regarding Russian efforts to interfere 
in American elections (Johnson 2018), considerable focus by many Western countries has been 
placed on preventing foreign interference in elections, including by the G7 where a key theme for 
the 2018 summit was protecting democracy from “foreign threats” (Group of Seven 2018). Indeed, 
Facebook’s initial attempt to articulate how the information environment was being manipulated 
used the term ‘information operations’, defining it as “as actions taken by organized actors (gov-
ernments or non-state actors) to distort domestic or foreign political sentiment, most frequently to 
achieve a strategic and/or geopolitical outcome” (Weedon, Nuland & Stamos 2017, p. 4). How-
ever, ‘foreign’ is mostly a legal term that in an interconnected age is increasingly tricky to define. 
Most definitions use ‘foreign’ as a qualifying word, such as ‘foreign policy’ or ‘foreign national’. 
For example, Cornell Law School’s Legal Information Institute defines a foreign national as “a 
person who is not a citizen of the United States and who is a citizen of a foreign country.” These 
definitions position ‘foreign’ in terms of citizenship and statehood, but a definition in the context 
of the information environment might be less simple to delineate.

A key challenge with using foreign actors as a line in the sand in determining what is acceptable or 
not in terms of shaping the information environment is the ability to identify them as such. A pro-
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Inherent immeasurable intent
Other terms such as ‘disinformation’ and ‘deception’ carry an inherent sense of intent in their 
meaning. For many researchers, disinformation is the spreading of false information to deliberate-
ly deceive (Lazer et al. 2018; Floridi 2011; European Commission 2018), (although not all accept 
that the information must be false [Fallis 2011] or that there is a distinction between 
misinformation and disinformation [Zhou & Zhang 2007]). Similarly, to deceive, as Mahon 
explains, 



liferation of actors (Betz 2015, p. 180) beyond states, capable of shaping the information environ-
ment renders the situation more ambiguous (Van der Putten, Meijinderes & Rood 2015; Kallberg 
& Rowlen 2014; Thornton 2015). This ambiguity, where “proxy forces, covert action, cyber oper-
ations, and political manipulation can achieve strategic goals,” (Lewis 2016, p. 5) makes it difficult 
to identify if an attack occurred, who might be behind it (Thomas 2016), and what their intent is. 
This emphasis on foreignness also raises key philosophical questions such as the following: How 
relevant is a country’s legal definition of foreign to determining how acceptable a participant is in 
public debate? Are diasporas in their new home legitimate actors in public debate in their coun-
try of origin? Are illegal immigrants legitimately able to influence the politics in the countries in 
which they hope to stay? How does one account for proxy or sympathetic actors (‘useful idiots’) 
who may be persuaded or coerced into supporting the goals of a foreign state? What about public 
diplomacy or grant programs that help activists in other countries—or even one community in the 
same country who disagrees with the decisions of another?

Pre-existing connotations
Many terms used to describe the shaping of the information environment, such as ‘propaganda’ 
and ‘information warfare’, have pre-existing connotations that render them confusing for use in 
policy. These concepts also tend to be extremely broad, making it difficult to discern lines between 
what makes one type of communication acceptable and another not.

Propaganda
Propaganda is a prime example of this. “Propaganda, in the most neutral sense, means to dissemi-
nate or promote particular ideas” (Jowett & O’Donnell 2015, p. 7) with the aim of manipulating a 
target audience into a behaviour as desired by the propagandist (Taylor 1990, 2003). Propaganda 
is an agnostic tactic (Jowett & O’Donnell 2015). As such, propaganda is an exceptionally broad 
concept, difficult to distinguish (if at all) from advertising, marketing, and public relations. As such 
it is impossible to identify and enforce against at scale.

While some governments distinguish between informative and influence activities (Darley 2005), 
in practice this amounts to an exercise in semantics to convince target audiences that public rela-
tions and public diplomacy are not persuasive in intent. One person’s public broadcast is another’s 
propaganda. Propaganda has a troubled relationship with liberal democracy, where the supposed 
freedom of choice by citizens is expected to influence politics and power structures (Irwin 1919); 
and, thus, the term tends be viewed negatively and more as something that an adversary does. This 
misuse of the term, coupled with a lack of general understanding for its meaning, make it unre-
alistic to use in policy circles for the problem-set at hand, despite its flexibility and better overall 
applicability.

While some definitions of propaganda are being updated to reflect changes in information com-
munications technologies, they fail to address either the underlying broadness of propaganda or 
the pre-existing connotations. For example, Benkler, Faris and Roberts coined the concept of “net-
work propaganda” as “the ways in which the architecture of a media ecosystem makes it more 
or less susceptible to disseminating persuasive messaging” (2018, p. 24). Wooley and Howard’s 
“computational propaganda” considers “the assemblage of social media platforms, autonomous 
agents, and big data tasked with the manipulation of public opinion.” (2016, p. 4886). And, Wan-
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less and Berk proposed “participatory propaganda” as a model that reflects the propagandist’s 
ability to not just persuade a target audience to the propagandist’s benefit, but also to co-opt them 
into engaging, adapting, and spreading propaganda themselves through tools such as social media 
(2019, in Press), which is their take on Jowett and O’Donnell’s earlier definition. What most of 
these concepts of propaganda describe, however, is how propaganda works, not so much how it 
can be distinguished easily and at scale from other types of communication, particularly from that 
which is acceptable and that which is not.

Information Warfare
At its simplest definition, ‘information warfare’ is “a conflict or struggle between two or more 
groups in the information environment” (Porche et al. 2013, p. xv). Szafransky defines ‘informa-
tion warfare’ as “hostile activity directed against any part of the knowledge and belief systems 
of an adversary” (1995). Finding an internationally accepted definition of information warfare 
has been a challenge (Munro 2004; Johnson 2007). Some countries, such as Russia, have openly 
defined it (Russian Ministry of Defence 2018), whereas the U.S. (U.S. Department of Defence, 
2018) and NATO (2018a) have not. Existing Western definitions are varied, narrowly focusing 
on technology (Schwartau 1994; Ventre 2016) and cyber operations (Rattray 2001) with others 
emerging that speak more to influence operations (Libicki 1995; Darley 2006). Regardless, use of 
the term warfare lends an inherently militaristic and negative connotation to the term, suggesting it 
only occurs within the context of conflict, despite the fact that some countries, such as Russia, have 
stated that the shaping of the information environment can occur in peacetime as well (Russian 
Ministry of Defence 2011). Others still have questioned whether the use of information alone even 
constitutes as warfare, suggesting a misuse of the term in this context (Strachan 2006). Given the 
lack of universality in the term ‘information warfare’, the militaristic undertones, and a misleading 
notion that its practice is limited to open hostilities, the term ‘information warfare’ does not lend 
itself particularly well for use outside of specific areas of security policy.

Information Operations
As already noted, Facebook has been using the term ‘information operations’ to describe the phe-
nomena of shaping the information environment. ‘Information operations’ is also a term used in 
military circles to describe

the integrated employment, during military operations, of information-related capabilities in con-
cert with other lines of operation to influence, disrupt, corrupt, or usurp the decision-making of 
adversaries and potential adversaries while protecting our own. (Joint Staff U.S. Army 2012, 2014, 
p. ix)

NATO in turn defines information operations as “a military function to provide advice and coordi-
nation of military information activities in order to create desired effects on the will, understanding 
and capability of adversaries, potential adversaries and other NAC approved parties in support of 
Alliance mission objectives,” whereas, “information activities are actions designed to affect infor-
mation and or information systems. They can be performed by any actor and include protective 
measures” (2009).
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The term ‘information operations’, like ‘information warfare’, is predominately used in a military 
context and thus has a militaristic connotation. The term ‘information operations’ is very little 
understood outside such circles (and arguably not well understood in some military ones). While 
there are opportunities in using a term not well known, it too could easily be associated only with-
in the context of conflict and not be well-suited to communicating to a more general audience. 
Moreover, the very role of militaries in most liberal democracies is quite restrictive in nature, with 
missions clearly delineated by time, audiences, and geographies—all limitations which the global 
hyper-connectivity has shattered, which begs the question as to whether military terms are the best 
suited for understanding a more dynamic operating environment?

Influence Operations
A thread connecting many of these definitions together is an aim to influence by whoever is be-
hind such activities. This has led some researchers to define such efforts as “information influence 
activities” or “the targeting of opinion-formation in illegitimate, though not necessarily illegal 
ways, by foreign actors or their proxies” (Pamment et al. 2018, p. 8), the very definition aiming 
to draw a distinction between that which is acceptable and that which is not. Legitimacy becomes 
a yardstick for distinguishing between the acceptable parts of the influence industry and those 
that make use of manipulation or intend to deceive. Drawing upon definitions developed by the 
Swedish government, influence operations are part of a hierarchy of activities conducted by for-
eign adversaries: influence activities (single use of illegitimate techniques); influence operations 
(multiple coordinated activities); and influence campaigns (multiple coordinated operations across 
the hybrid spectrum).

Authors at RAND took a broader view, defining influence operations as “efforts to influence a 
target audience, whether an individual leader, members of a decision-making group, military or-
ganizations and personnel, specific population subgroups, or mass publics”. This concept was 
conceived as part of a toolbox for furthering “U.S. interests and objectives” and as such is “the co-
ordinated, integrated, and synchronized application of national diplomatic, informational, military, 
economic, and other capabilities in peacetime, crisis, conflict, and postconflict to foster attitudes, 
behaviors, or decisions by foreign target audiences” (Larson et al. 2009, p. 2).

As with propaganda and information warfare or operations, influence activities have been tied to 
the efforts of governments or militaries, suggesting if it is widely understood it, too, will come 
with connotations. For example, the Canadian Army promotes a unit under its 5th Canadian Di-
vision called “Information Activities” defined as “activities that are planned and conducted to 
have behavioural and psychological effects in support of the Commander’s intent or mission,” 
under which “key enablers” include Psychological Operations (2019), which itself is yet another 
term that has been used to describe the role of information in influencing target audiences (NATO 
2018b). The definition of ‘information activities’ here is strikingly similar to others for propagan-
da, such as “the deliberate attempt to persuade people to think and behave in a desired way” (Tay-
lor 1990, 2003, p. 6). This begs the question of why use a different term at all, except as already 
noted to euphemize what is deemed acceptable behaviour as it is done by one actor (us) and not 
another (them). Complicating matters further, NATO has moved towards an umbrella concept of  
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Strategic Communications, or "the coordinated and appropriate use of NATO communications 
activities and capabilities - Public Diplomacy, Public Affairs (PA), Military Public Affairs, 
Information Operations (Info Ops) and Psychological Operations (PsyOps), as appropriate – in 
support of alliance policies, operations and activities, and in order to advance NATO’s 
aims"  (2010, p. 1).

While those working in these various areas within ‘strategic communications’ might see distinc-
tions, it can hardly be surprising that lay people and journalists struggle to see a difference and 
that there is such a proliferation and confusion of terms related to the use of information to 
influence.

Utility to policymakers
So far, we have considered the problem in terms of the intent behind communication; the truth of 
the communication; the origin of the communicating actor; and the legitimacy of the 
communication techniques used. Each part of the debate reveals conceptual problems. Existing 
terminology grasps many of these factors but is hampered by negative connotations. Laws in 
different countries mean that government institutions only have mandates on certain factors. 
Furthermore, analysing and attributing factors such as intent, truth, origin and legitimacy are 
prescriptive: one must suspect a problem in order to investigate further, which means that 
value judgments are made before evidence is collected. This does not render these factors 
useless to policymakers, but it does demonstrate significant challenges in producing a common 
terminology.

Nonetheless, it is possible to begin breaking down the terminology and assess which factors are 
treated. This can support a more considered assessment of the utility of the terms to 
policymakers, and at the very least enables terms to be ruled out. Figure 2, below, offers a 
breakdown of the terms and some of the main considerations. Clearly, some of these terms can 
be ruled out on the grounds that they are vague, pejorative, or are too one-dimensional: fake 
news, propaganda, information warfare, and information operations all lack core elements useful 
to forming policy. Mis- and dis-information clearly have some utility but lead analysis down the 
rabbit hole of whether an actor intends to lie or not. Influence operations seems to have the most 
potential; its most obvious point of departure from the others being its lack of focus on truth to 
instead focus on communication techniques. Problems remain, but these terms seem less 
problematic than comparable terms.

Conclusion
It is evident that more effort must be put into understanding the information environment and 
how information is used to influence target audiences. The growing number of overlapping terms 
is symptomatic of a weak understanding. Information is fundamental to democracy, which is a 
system that derives its legitimacy from the notion that voters are making informed decisions of 
their own free will. Human cognition, in terms of the ability of citizens to make informed 
choices, is thus a form of critical infrastructure in a democratic system. The use of information to 
influence people ultimately calls into question a target audience’s ability to be reasonably and 
fairly informed – for instance, where is the line between unacceptable manipulation in 
communications and acceptable political discourse?
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Figure 2: Overview of terminology and its main operative factors and considerations

There are clear challenges in adopting definitions for use in policy to address the shaping of the 
information environment. Terms that are not well-defined fail to provide clear guidance for those 
enforcing policies as well as the wider public in terms of being able to understand what is meant 
by these terms. Terms that aim to draw clear black and white lines between concepts of what is 
true and false run the risk of creating policies that are mired in subjectivity and are labour 
intensive to implement. Moreover, such policies are easily critiqued by those who find 
themselves on the condemned end of enforcement, using relativity as an argument. Rather than 
protecting democracy, there is the profound risk that large organised social groups find 
themselves disenfranchised based on poorly defined terminology.

Using intent to define who a legitimate actor is in shaping the information environment raises 
questions about how such motives are measured and how they may be achieved at scale. 
Nonetheless, there may be value in a broader public debate about what kinds of communication 
are acceptable and unacceptable from companies, politicians, citizens, and foreigners in 
different contexts. Equally problematic is the excessive focus on actors, when attribution is 
often the last piece of the puzzle in analysing how the information environment is shaped. 
This hinders the development of proactive measures. And finally, concepts that inherently 
attempt to delineate between bad and good run the risk of introducing value judgments on 
activities from the outset, before analysis has taken place. Such an approach introduces 
further risk of subjective assessment that might cause unintended consequences in 
international relations.
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